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ABSTRACT

Uncertainty in the behaviours of vehicles surrounding a selfdriving car introduces substantial computational complexity in
autonomous driving. In this study1 , a data-driven approach
was used to extract probabilistic models of the behaviours
of other cars and exploit them to support a driving system
based on Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS). The model
selection component of the architecture infers which models
better explain the current behaviours of the other vehicles
using maximum likelihood estimation for Bayesian model
comparison. The inferred behaviours are then used for MCTSbased control to prevent rollouts on models that are not
relevant in the current context. While the use of multiple
models allows improved efficiency and higher flexibility, it
also introduces identification-related issues, which were solved
here using Bayesian machine learning. The results obtained
from the performed simulations are presented comparing the
proposed MCTS architecture when employing multiple models
with a naive model of the other vehicles.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In this study, we test a probabilistic model-based controller
in a dynamic environment where stochastic evolution depends
on a latent variable. This can be used to simplify multi-agent
planning in contexts where the agent intentions are constant
and correspond to the hidden variable values.
The task we used to test this model is autonomous driving,
which requires controlling the vehicle in various environments
and against different behaviours of the other agents. Multiple
model-based architectures [4] offer the necessary flexibility for
such variety of contexts.
To use a probabilistic approach in this context is important
because a precise and deterministic model of the controlled car
may not be available and, more importantly, because it allows
to take into account for the uncertainty related to the actions
of the surrounding vehicles. In this regard, a crucial challenge
is to employ non-trivial predictive models. This requires to
build or acquire these models, as well as managing them
during control. In the present study, the predicted models were
1 This work was partially supported by EC Horizon 2020 programme under
the project WiMUST (Grant agreement no: 645141, Strategic objective: H2020
- ICT-23-2014 - Robotics). The authors thank Aldo Fanelli for the precious
support.
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extracted from data using machine learning methods, or were
identified directly whenever possible. The question of how
to acquire models that enable safe and efficient interaction
is left for future work. Usually, algorithms to learn models
of behaviours of other agents are employed to directly train
model-free systems that replicate such behaviours [13], or to
indirectly train them to comply with other agents producing
the same behaviours.
The main contribution of this study is to investigate the
use of predictive models in a multiple model-based MCTS
architecture, which selects those that are more suitable for
prediction and control in the current context. This approach,
by focusing on more relevant and likely conditions, enables
more precise predictions and has computational advantages.
A mixture of linear Gaussian models is used to model the
behaviours of other vehicles, each one implemented with a
Kalman filters (KF) used to track online the corresponding
behaviour of the other cars. The Upper Confidence bounds
for Trees algorithm (UCT [11]) is then used to plan future
actions using the predictions produced by the Kalman filters.
A MCTS approach with limited horizon has been selected as
it provides good performance even when limited knowledge
of the system dynamics is available (e.g., only a black box
simulator is available). Note that in each experiment the
system was evaluated during a single event (i.e., only one
model explains the observed dynamics).
A. Related works
MOSAIC [20], [8], [19] was one of the first architectures
employing pairs of predictors-controllers for control. Each
predictor-controller pair is optimised for a specific latent
state of the environment. Then, the more precise a predictor
is the higher influence the corresponding controller should
have. However, the flexibility of this approach could be quite
limited because of the use of reactive controllers. Moreover,
the trivial combination of controllers outputs could result in
suboptimal behaviour, especially when ambiguity persists over
the predictors.
HAMMER [17], [3] is a hierarchical architecture of
controllers-predictors for robot control and learning by imitation. It showed how such hierarchical structure could provide a
robot with flexible learning from different sources of learning
(social or autonomous exploration). It also introduces the idea
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of actively controlling perception to support model predictions.
Like MOSAIC, the effects of persistent ambiguity between the
predictors-controller pairs have not been deeply investigated
and were not considered in the employed active perception
approach.
The AERIG system proposed in [15] also uses a mixture of
Kalman filters to predict other agents’ actions. In addition, to
improve the identification of the model that better describes
the environment, this method provides an information theoretic
control of the robot cameras to gather relevant information
(e.g., switching between observed effectors or locating new
candidate action, target or obstacle).
In [2], a model-based approach was used to deal with
interaction in social environments. In this work, the intentions
of other agents are know or drawn from a uniform probability
distribution, hence no estimation was performed. A similar
method was reported in [1], where a discrete and static
environment was considered (i.e., grid-world).
Galceran et al. [6], focus on the urban driving context.
Similar to our approach, they use a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMPD) formulation where recent observations are used to estimate the distribution of
current behaviours of the other cars, encoded as closed-loop
policies that react to the actions of the other vehicles. This
approach employs low-level precomputed closed-loop policies
to describe also the controlled car. The closed-loop policy to
execute is selected by sampling forward simulations of all the
nearby cars using the estimated distribution over their current
behaviours. While this leads to computational advantages, it
limits flexibility and may require a large number of low-level
policies to account for the different structures of the road, other
car states and the current goal.
II. M ETHODS
The event-based MCTS algorithm for Markov Decision
Processes (MDP) is based on the combination of a Mixture
of Kalman Filters and a continuous state MDP. These two
components are coupled in order to make MCTS plan for
the events currently detected by the KFs. In the following
sections, these components will be described. The overall
structure of the system with the interaction between the
different components is depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview.

transitions of the non-stationary elements of the state vector xt
(e.g. an object moving straight subjected to Gaussian noise).
Assuming that the event is constant 2 for the whole observation time T , if we have o1:T , the posterior probability of each
event can be recursively obtained using Bayes’ Formula:
p(v|o1:t ) =

p(ot |v)p(v|o1:t−1 )
.
p(ot |o1:t−1 )

(1)

This provides a measure of current relevance of the event
v at a certain time t.
Note that in eq. (1), the denominator is independent of the
event and that p(ot |v) corresponds to the probability of the
observation for the KF specialized in the estimation of the
state of the event v

A. Mixture of Kalman Filters
A mixture of KFs is composed of a set of Kalman filters
KF 1 , KF 2 , . . . , KF N such that KF v = (Av , Qv , H, R) for
all v = 1, . . . , N . Each KF is specialized in recognition of one
event v characterised by a linear dynamic system (LDS). Each
LDS is described by the following equations. Its state evolves
v
v
with wt+1
∼ N (0, Qv ),
according to xvt+1 = Av xvt + wt+1
where Av is the transition matrix and Qv is the covariance
matrix of event v. The observations ovt+1 produced by each
LDS are: ovt+1 = Hxvt+1 + ηt+1 with ηt+1 ∼ N (0, R).
We assume that all the KFs of the mixture have the same
observation matrix H and observation noise covariance matrix
R. In other words, events represent possible Gaussian linear
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P (ot |v) ∼ N (ot ; ôvt , Ĥtv )

(2)

where ôvt = H v xˆvt is the predicted mean of the observation
distribution of the event v and Ĥtv = H Σ̂vt H T + R is the
expected covariance of the observation for event v, with Σ̂vt
the covariance of the state. Obtaining these quantities is not
an additional computational burden being computed as part of
the standard Kalman filter update step. The event-based MCTS
algorithm finds the index of the most probable event at time t,
2 Here we focus only on the detection of the first event. When the event
can switch during the observation, the treatment becomes more complex. See
[16], [14], [5]
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αt = argmaxv P (v|o1:t ), doing Bayesian recursive estimation
and Bayesian model comparison through maximum likelihood
estimation [15]. As we will see, this information can be used
to focus the online planning machinery on the most probable
event αt that is currently occurring in the environment.
B. Online Markov Decision Process Generation
To reduce the computational complexity of a real-time agent
embedded in a continuous dynamical system, it is often necessary to decompose the decision-making process among several
micro-behaviors [18]. Usually, only a small subset of possible
future states and transitions are relevant in each context.
Hence, in this work we generate online a continuous MDP
using both the LDS and the estimated state corresponding to
the KF α with the highest posterior probability. The MDP does
not need to be represented explicitly. Only the states visited
during the online decision process are generated and stored.
The state of the generated Continuous MDP corresponds to
the tuple S = {S0 , Si , i = 1 : M }, where M is the number of
cars, S0 is the state of the car controlled by the agent and Si
is the state of the i-th car.
0
The transition probability distributions TaS ,S
=
t+1
0 t
Pa (S
=
S |S Q =
S) can be factored in
0
N
TaS ,S = Pa (S0t+1 |S0t ) i P α (Sit+1 |Sit ) with Pa (S0t+1 |S0t )
describing the controlled car dynamics and P α (Sit+1 |Sit )
corresponding to the transition matrix of the car i for the
winning KF α.
The reward function of the MDP is tuned to give punishment when the controlled car collides with another one and
incentives when the vehicle is proceeding forward along the
track.
The combination of a mixture of KFs and MCTS yields an
online planner that computes only the control of the event α,
disregarding events that are not relevant in the current context.
III. E XPERIMENTAL SET- UP AND R ESULTS
A. Task and Model Validation
The proposed model was tested on a simulated task that
concerns overtaking between two cars in a driving scenario.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following experiments we
assume that our self-driving car is interacting with only
another car. To conduct the experiments, the Open Racing
Car Simulator (TORCS) [21] 3 was used. TORCS is an
open-source car simulator written in C++ widely used by the
research community. It has a sophisticated physics engine that
allows realistic simulation of the cars’ dynamics with threedimensional body physics, aerodynamics effects taken into
account and noisy actuators deployed on the simulated cars.
In the following experiments, we show how the car controlled by the event-based MCTS can overtake another car
through smooth trajectories and avoid going out of the track.
To underline the ability of the proposed method to perform
well in various contexts, two different behaviours of the other
car are considered in the following sections: in Scenario 1 the
3 http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of the TORCS simulator.

other car is moving at constant speed towards a certain heading
direction; in Scenario 2 the other car is decelerating. The
number of successful overtakes over several trials is used as a
measure of performance. In addition, how this quantity varies
according to the number of rollouts used within the MCTS
algorithm is considered in order to evaluate the computational
complexity of the proposed method.
To validate our model, a comparison with a simple overtaking car model is investigated. This model, instead of considering a mixture of Kalman filters, represents the dynamics of
the other car with a simple bi-dimensional transition function.
This function updates the car position Pt = (pxt , pyt ) using a
kinematic equation with no acceleration, and assumes that the
other car keeps the last observed speed Vt = (vtx , vty ) plus a
Gaussian noise term η ∼ N (0, Σ):
Pt+1 = Pt + ∆Vt
Vt+1 = Vt + η

(3)

Where ∆ is the time step of the difference equation. In
order to perform a successful overtake with this model, the
variance of this Gaussian random variable has to be large
enough to capture all the possible dynamics of the other car
(e.g., unexpected change of acceleration). In the performed
simulations the covariance matrix of this distribution was set
as Σ = diag(0.1, 1.1).
Although the other car moves according to only one of the
aforementioned two behaviours during one experiment, it is
important to underline that the controlled car will have no
direct knowledge about which of these behaviours will be
chosen. Hence both the event-based MCTS controller and the
simple overtaking car model will have to perform well in
both scenarios.The event-based MCTS controller will do so
by picking up the proper Kalman filter from the mixture and
then plan according to the corresponding other car’s transition
model, whereas the simple overtaking car model has to be
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defined with a large enough speed variance to take into account
both dynamics.
B. Experimental Set-Up
1) Kalman Filters and LDS learning: In the present work
events are defined as given subsets of potential dynamics of
the other car. Considering the two different scenarios described
in the previous section, two different ways of obtaining the
corresponding Kalman filters’ noisy transition matrices Av
and Qv were considered. Then, all these families of Kalman
filters will be added to the mixture of the event-based MCTS
controller.
In Scenario 1, a simple behaviour of the other car is
considered, hence a proper set of matrices could be identified
directly. In this case, the other car moving at constant speed
towards a certain heading direction is modelled with several
Kalman filters, each one used to detect different combination
of time step ∆v (used to represent the current speed with
the proper time resolution) and heading direction T v . The
state vector of the Kalman filter v is X v = [P v , V v , T v ],
where P v = (Pxv , Pyv ) represents the observed car’s position,
V v = (Vxv , Vyv ) represents the latent variable of car’s velocity
and T v = (Txv , Tyv ) is the observed heading direction. To
this aim, the matrix Av is defined in order to represent the
following transition function:
v
Pt+1
= Ptv + ∆v Vtv
v
Vt+1 = ∆v (Ttv − Ptv )
v
Tt+1
= Ttv + ∆v Vtv

(4)

At the beginning of the simulation, the variables T v are
initialized with the coordinates of points that lie towards the
corresponding heading direction and the distance between
these coordinates and the car position is kept constant during
an event. In the experiments investigated in this work, 50
possible time steps ∆v and 32 possible heading directions
T v were considered for a total of 1600 events representing
the other car moving at a constant speed. The covariance
matrices used for all these events were chosen to be Qv =
diag(0.01, 0.01, 0.008, 0.008, 0.5, 0.5).
In addition, a Kalman filter used to recognize a stationary
car was added to the mixture. Hence, the transition matrix used to model this car was defined as follows Av =
diag(Pxv , Pyv , 0, 0) (note that no heading direction is considered here). The covariance matrix adopted in this Kalman filter
is Qv = diag(0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001).
Regarding Scenario 2, more complex dynamics of the other
car is considered. In this case, it would be more complicated
to identify directly what stochastic linear dynamical system
should be used in the Kalman filters to detect those dynamics.
Hence, in this case, a data-driven approach based on Bayesian
machine learning was adopted. The utilized methodology uses
the MATLAB toolbox of Kevin Murphy 4 to find the maximum likelihood parameters for the stochastic linear dynamical
systems of the Kalman filters of the mixture. Instead of
4 https://www.cs.ubc.ca/

representing the state variable as a deterministic value with
added normally distributed noise, the state and noise variables
are combined into a single Gaussian random variable. Such
linear Gaussian models can be used both for supervised and
unsupervised modelling of time series. In this work, since
input control variables are not considered, the problem can
be seen as an unsupervised one. The goal is to model the unconditional density of the observations. These estimates were
produced using the Expectation Maximization algorithm [7]
starting from a given data set of trajectories that were produced
using the TORCS simulator. It is important to note that Kalman
filters are the continuous state counterparts of Hidden Markov
models, which can be used to infer the posterior probabilities
of the state given the observation sequence (i.e., smoothing).
These posterior probabilities are the same as used within the
E-step of the adopted Expectation Maximization algorithm.
Kalman filters can deal only with linear dynamical systems,
but the trajectory of a car is usually non-linear. In this regard,
to simplify the the treatment of the events used in this work, we
decided to represent the positions of the cars using a coordinate
reference system that is moving along the center of the road
at constant velocity. In doing so the non-linearity given by the
curvature of the road was easily avoided. This is why in the
following section we will consider ”longitudinal” and ”lateral”
positions and velocities instead of the absolute ones.
2) Planning: The algorithm used to control the self-driving
car within the generated MDP is a continuous version of
the UCT algorithm. This algorithm was already applied to
real autonomous driving in [9]. UCT was chosen due to its
efficiency, its online and anytime nature. The UCT exploration rate parameters used in the performed simulations was
Cp = 0.05 √12 , whereas the length of a rollout was set to 65.
The definition of the tuple (S, A, P, R) representing the
Markov Decision Process used to control the self-driving car
will be provided as follows. Note that the transition probability
distribution regarding the dynamics of the other car will be
generated online starting from the most probable stochastic
linear dynamical system α contained in the mixture of Kalman
filters.

murphyk/Software/
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The state space is S = [x, y, vx , vy , dx , dy , dvx , dvy ],
where x, y ∈ R are the longitudinal and lateral offsets
from the road center of our self-driving vehicle; vx , vy ∈
R are respectively the lateral and longitudinal velocity
of our self-driving car. dx , dy ∈ R are respectively the
lateral and longitudinal distances of the other car from
our self-driving vehicle; dvx , dvy ∈ R are respectively
the lateral and longitudinal velocities of the other car.
The action space is A = [steer, brake accel, stay],
where steer ∈ Z represents the steering control of our
self-driving system and brake accel ∈ Z represents its
braking control when it assumes negative values and
its acceleration control when it assumes positive values.
Finally, stay represents an idle action, indicating null
steer and brake controls.
The
transitional
probability
distribution
is
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α
0
P{steer,brake
accel,stay} (s, s ). On one side, we used
motor bobbling within the TORCS simulator to learn
the transition probabilities Pa (S0t+1 |S0t ) about the
control of our self-driving vehicle; on the other side,
we extracted the dynamics P α (Sit+1 |Sit ) of the other
vehicle’s trajectory using the LDS of the most probable
event α.
The reward function is R{steer,brake accel,stay} (s, s0 ) =
C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 , where C1 is a positive reward
representing the will of our self-driving system to advance
towards the road; C2 is another negative reward used to
incentivise the car to maintain a straight trajectory; C3
is a reward used to maintain the autonomous car in the
center of the road as much as possible; C4 is a negative
reward representing the necessity to avoid collisions with
the other car. Note that the magnitudes of C3 and C4 have
to be larger than the magnitudes of C1 and C2 because
it is more important to avoid dangers than to continue
driving.
Let us see the definitions of these parameters in more
details:

C1 = c1 v · v→ ∈ R+

(5)

is the scalar product between the velocity of our selfdriving vehicle v and the unit vector tangent to the road
direction v→ .
C2 = −c2 (|v · v↑ | + |v · v↓ |) ∈ R−

(6)

where the two scalar products here are computed between
the velocity of our self-driving vehicle v and the unit
vectors perpendicular to tangent to the road direction v↑
and v↓ .
C3 = c3 N (road center, δ)(y) ∈ R

(7)

where N (road center, δ) is a normal distribution with
its mean equals to the longitudinal coordinate of the road
center, variance δ and argument equals to the longitudinal
position y of our car.

c4 ∈ R− if dx <  ∧ dy < 
C4 =
(8)
0
otherwise
is used to penalize the self-driving car when its position
is at a distance less than  with the other car. The value
chosen for this distance in the reported experiments is
 = 6 m.

Since only a generative model of the MDP is needed, to
plan online using UCT we can simplify the representation of
the MDP as follows. To this aim, we assume that the control of
our car does not depend on its position. In other words, given
the same actions, the self-driving car behaves in the same way
in all the positions of the road. This makes possible to have a
compact generative model that does not consider the positions
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as input. In addition, the generative model can output only
the displacements instead of the absolute positions, and only
the displaced velocity components instead of the velocity’s
absolute values . Although only these displacements are stored
in the generative model, when one step of the forward model is
executed, the actual position and velocity of the car (necessary
to compute the reward function) can be obtained simply by
adding the displacements to the previous original positions
and velocities.
Moreover, within the MDP we assume that the control of
our car does not depend on its heading direction of motion.
In other words, given the actions, the car behaves in the
same way in all the directions (e.g., north, south, west, east).
This makes possible to represent the coordinates stored in the
generative model using a local system of reference centred
in the car position instead of an absolute one. The advantage
of using this representation is to discard the two components
of the velocity vector as input of the generative model and
to substitute them with the magnitude of the velocity only,
hence leading to a more compact representation. When one
step of the forward model is executed, the original absolute
positions and velocities of the car can be reconstructed using
trigonometry and rotation matrices.
Finally, the generative model concerning the control of
our self-driving vehicle is defined as G : |vloc | × steer ×
brake accel 7→ δxloc × δyloc × δvxloc × δvyloc × [0, 1]. That
is, for a given velocity magnitude and input controls the
generative model’s output is composed by the displacements
of position and velocity (in the local system or reference) with
the associated probability.
C. Results
In this section, the results obtained by the event-based
MTCS controller and the simple overtaking car model in the
two aforementioned scenarios are reported.
In the Scenario 1, we tested the performance of the two
models in overtaking the other car moving at constant speed
towards a given heading direction. In the experiment reported
here, the other car was approaching the controlled car at
a constant high speed against the flow. Both the simple
overtaking car model and the event-based MCTS controller
were able to successfully overtake the other car but, as it
is possible to see from Figure 3, each one with a different
computational cost.
In Figure 3, the ratios of successful collision avoidances
during a set of 20 overtaking manoeuvres are reported for
the event-based MCTS controller (blue line) and the simple
overtaking car model (red line). In addition, such ratios
are compared with the number of rollouts that UCT used
to achieve such performance. As it is possible to see in
this scenario, only 300 rollouts sufficed for the event-based
MCTS controller in order to avoid the other car for most
of the investigated trials, whereas a successful overtake was
performed 100% of the times when 600 rollouts are utilized by
the algorithm. Note that in this case the other car’s trajectories
were modelled using the Kalman filter defined in ( 4). In the
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Fig. 3. Success ratio of collision avoidance of the event-based MCTS
controller (blue line) and the simple overtaking car model (red line) in the
constant speed scenario.

Fig. 4. Success ratio of collision avoidance of the event-based MCTS
controller (blue line) and the simple overtaking car model (red line) in the
decelerating scenario.

case of the simple overtaking car model for most of the trials,
4800 rollouts were necessary to make UCT find the proper
sequence of controls that led to collision avoidance, whereas
with 6000 rollouts the algorithm always produced successful
overtaking manoeuvres.
In the following scenario, the other car followed trajectories
with a varying acceleration. In the experiment reported here,
the other car decelerated with a non-uniform acceleration in
front of the controlled car. In Figure 4, the results of this
experiment are reported. Also in this case, both the eventbased MCTS controller and the simple overtaking model
are able to perform successful overtaking manoeuvres. The
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Fig. 5. Trajectory of the self-driving car controlled by the event-based MCTS
(red line) and the other car’s trajectory (green line) in the decelerating scenario.

first controller needed at least 600 rollouts to avoid most of
the possible collisions, whereas with 1200 rollouts collision
avoidance was attained for all the trials. In this setup, the used
Kalman filters were obtained using the data-driven approach
with maximum likelihood estimation of the linear dynamical
system parameters. For the simple overtaking car model, a
number of 4800 rollouts were necessary to achieve a similar
performance. To show the smoothness and the alignment of
the autonomous car’s trajectories relative to the center of the
road, we reported in Figure 5 the resulting trajectory of the
controls found by the event-based controller in the decelerating
scenario with 600 rollouts. Here the red line represents the
self-driving car trajectory and the green line represents the
trajectory of the other car, which decreases its speed until
stopped. It is possible to observe that the autonomous car
avoided the other car when it approached the other car and
then proceeded its route.
Comparing the success ratios of the event-based MCTS
controller and the simple overtaking car model reported in
Figures 3 and 4, we note that the first model requires a
considerably smaller number of rollouts to perform successful
collision avoidances. Indeed, with this simple model there
is no partition of the other car dynamics and so there is
no corresponding transition matrix factorization that can be
exploited. This implies that the represented trajectories of the
other car are less structured when compared with the eventbased MCTS model and consequently they can be predicted
less precisely. Hence, although this model is rich enough
to make the controlled car successfully overtake the other
car, this is attained with a larger computational cost given
by the smaller sparsity of the represented trajectories and
a corresponding larger areas of the road to avoid, when
compared with the event-based MCTS method.
A more concrete comparison between the event-based
MCTS algorithm and classic MCTS in the simple overtaking
approach can be made reporting the processing time of the
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two methods. The time spent by these two algorithms at
each simulation loop of the TORCS driving simulator can be
obtained from the duration of a rollout in MCTS (that includes
the update of all the counters and the computation of the
UCB1 function), which is on average 0.78 milliseconds 5 . In
addition, at each simulation loop the time spent by the eventbased MCTS algorithm in updating the Kalman filters and the
estimates of the corresponding maximum likelihood estimation
is 0.2 milliseconds on average. Hence, in the constant speed
scenario the event-based algorithm took 0.47 seconds during
a simulation loop to be successful in all the investigated
overtaking trials, where the simple overtaking car took 4.68
seconds. In the decelerating scenario for each simulation loop
the event-based MCTS algorithm took 0.94 seconds to be
successful in all the performed overtaking tests, where the
simple overtaking car took 3.74 seconds. Let us underline that
the usage of the mixture of Kalman filters of the event-based
approach introduces only an overhead of 0.2 milliseconds in
order to spend a significant smaller number of rollouts, and
consequently less seconds, to perform successfully the task.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The design of self-driving vehicles is a hot topic today in
Robotics and Artificial Intelligence. Although many progresses
have be done in the last years, this area of research still poses
big challenges to the scientific community. One of the main
difficulties comes from the large number of dynamic obstacles
that a vehicle is facing in a typical driving environment. One
example is represented by the dynamics of other cars whose
trajectories are usually difficult to predict.
One possible solution, that we proposed in this paper, is to
decompose the original problem in many simpler sub-tasks in
order to plan only according to the sub-tasks that are relevant
in the current context. Indeed, instead of computing the
vehicle’s control according to all the possible car’s dynamics,
usually only a subset of decisions are necessary in each
possible context.
In this work, a mixture of Kalman filters is used to represent
the dynamics of other cars in order to specialize the control
of an autonomous vehicle towards the trajectories that are
currently detected online. The performance of the proposed
approach was tested in simulated overtaking scenarios where
a MCTS controller was used to control the self-driving car. We
showed that, when compared with a simple overtaking model,
our event-based MCTS algorithm required less rollouts to
perform successful collision avoidances of another moving car.
In fact, the factored transition matrix resulting from our eventbased approach implied increased computational efficiency
and precision of control.
The proposed approach could be considered as a greedy
alternative to game-theory when strict real-time constraints
are imposed by the task [12]. It could be extended to tune
the system to match the correct control time-scale with the
5 The reported simulations were performed on a computer equipped with a
2.5Ghz i5 processor.
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available computational power and the necessary flexibility.
In future, we would like to propose the utilization of a ”safe
policy” to avoid unexpected costs when the uncertainty about
which event is going to occur is too high. In addition, although
in this paper we only used a probabilistic model based
controller, we aim to combine model-based and model-free
control as our next step. The integration of AERIG [15] with
the event-based MCTS could reduce sensor processing costs.
It appears relatively simple given the similarities between the
two frameworks. However, how the MCTS control system will
react to missing data [10] is an open problem that must be
addressed.
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